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Why
Glass?
Here’s a little secret piece of trivia for you: we originally had six editors.
Along with our splendid team of Alana, Liam, Lucy, Matt and Nikita, we
had a sixth editor named Jack.
Jack was Scottish and often called himself a “good lass”, a running gag
that we all took part in. However, we soon discovered that Jack was
not Scottish, but rather an alien sent here to gather information about
student publications. Sadly, his true identity was discovered, and he was
taken away by government. We originally were going to name GLASS,
“Good Lass” in his honour, but were concerned this may be culturally
insensitive to Scottish people. So rather, we simply shortened the phrase
to “GLASS”.
We miss you Jack. We hope Area 51 is treating you well.
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Letter from
the Editors
Hello Glassies!
So this is it boys, gals and non-binary pals
– this is the final issue of GLASS for 2019.
Being honoured with the roles of editors
for the QUT Guild student magazine was
nothing short of exciting for the team but it was also bloody scary.
Were we keen as beans to give the Guild
‘newspaper’ the TLC it deserved? YES.
Did we know how to rebrand a publication and put together an entire magazine?
ABSOLUTELY NOT. We basically started
our journey with a blank canvas, no muse,
and whole lot of passion. Apparently that’s
all you need...
You folks welcomed our little baby with
open arms and buckets of enthusiasm
from the get-go. It’s because of you that
it was even possible to put together six
entire magazines filled to the brim with
incredible student work in two semesters.
This year we’ve had articles, opinion
pieces, artwork, poetry, and creative
writing submitted from over 130 students,
some of which have been featured in

multiple issues. Y’all were just a creative
goldmine that was yet to be tapped into
and gosh are we glad we were the ones to
finally do it.
Anyhow, enough with the proud parent
speech.
You’re about to embark on the royal journey that is issue six of GLASS. There’s
regal poems, tales of Prince’s, a criticism
of society’s tendency to act like royal arseholes and bloody good art (have you SEEN
the cover?!) in store for you today, folks.
We do hope you enjoy!
We’re chuffed to have made it this far and
to have brought to you what we hope will
be a publication that supports students for
years and years to come. We are, however,
a tiny bit sad about not having received
an analysis on Aladdin and his impressive
track record for being the sexual awakening for many 90’s babies.
It’s been a pleasure, Glassies!
With infinite love and Prince Ali,
The GLASS editors
Alana Riley – Liam Blair – Lucy Czerwinski
Matthew Latter – Nikita Oliver
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Climate Justice
has entered
the chat

A little spiel about QUT’s new Environment
Collective and their incredible work this year
By Nikita Oliver

The QUT Environment Collective have planted
some good bloody seeds in their first year of
existence. They’ve started multiple initiatives
to push for more sustainable practices by the
university and improved student’s awareness of
environmental issues.
The Collective was first formed back in March
by Guild environmental officers Ben English and
Laura Harland whose first action was revamping
the existing fruit and veg market into Eco Hub. The
hub is now a weekly market where students can
purchase fresh produce and second-hand clothing
for a few dollars. Students literally ate this shit up
and the market continues to be popular.
Later in May, our climate warriors proposed a
motion to the Guild to publicly support the now
renowned School Strike for Climate movement,
which was passed unanimously. This was followed
by the Collective organising a Uni Student Climate
Election Rally, a peaceful protest that took place
outside Parliament House, held two days before
the Federal Election.
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Dozens of students and members of the community
came together to support the group’s first official
action. They covered the pavement outside
parliament in chalk messages to politicians,
chanted and watched speeches from active players
in the climate justice movement including Michael
Berkman, the Greens MP for Maiwar. The Collective
and has since organised QUT contingents for all
local Student Strike for Climate marches.
The Collectives next big milestone was putting
together five days of eco-themed events for QUT’s
first ever Sustainability Week. It was a jam-packed
week attended by hundreds with market days,
educational workshops, giveaways and a Climate
Action panel.
The uni has needed a fresh breath of climatejustice-infused air and our Environment Officers
and Collective have finally provided it this year.
We’re stoked to see how much they’ve achieved so
far and we can’t wait to see what new heights they’ll
inevitably reach in the years to come.
Check out QUT Guild Environment on Facebook
for more info or their private group QUT Enviro
Collective to get involved.

QUT Guild’s Pride Panel: (L-R) QUT student Jarrah Barton, PFLAG’s Shelley Argent OAM, QUT student Thomas Clark,
QUT Registrar Leanne Harvey and Assoc. Dean QUT Law School Peter Black.

Pride Fest Premiere
By Alana Riley
If you haven’t been at QUT for long, you might be
surprised to hear that this semester’s QUT Guild
Pride Fest was the first event of its kind on campus.
(It’s 2019, so it’s about time.)
The week-long celebration hosted a ‘good-times
only’ agenda, bringing together staff and students
to cap off Brisbane’s pride month.
Kicking off with a market day, the fest included
queer trivia, ‘coming out with cake’, movie night
and an ‘ally lunch’. Staff and students gathered on
a more serious note for some heartfelt discussions
at the inaugural Pride Panel.
What are three words to describe QUT’s relationship with Pride?
“Needs more work,” said Jarrah Barton, one of the
QUT students in the panels hotseat.
“I still don’t know where the queer room is at Kelvin
Grove.”
Gender and Sexuality VP Max Fox was mediating
and said that the current Queer room is essentially
in a basement. (It’s level one of C-Block for those
who are curious.)

at QUT - ‘Pride’ lanyards were used as an example.
The rainbows draped around necks, not just at QUT
but in the broader community, were mentioned for
their potential to be exploited by corporations to
“pat themselves on the back”.
QUT student Jarrah Barton said “a lot of companies
just want that rainbow tick and don’t actually give
a shit, they just want the money”.
“There is definitely a need for more queer people
of colour, and queer trans people of colour, to be
heard and not just put on a pedestal like ‘look we
got one’,” she said.
An audience member said that while rainbow
lanyards may be seen as token gestures, they are
a much more powerful symbol to those who grew
up in a less queer-inclusive culture.
They said it was “amazing” to see “cis-straight
people knowingly choosing to wear a rainbow in
support of us, and they’re not afraid and they’re
not ashamed”.
QUT Law School Associate Dean Peter Black added
that tokenism can contribute to visibility.

Before this year, Max said the QUT Guild had
provided “no funding for the Queer collective and
no administrative support” since 2012.

“I don’t think token gestures are enough but they
are better than nothing and can contribute to
broader visibility of broader issues,” Mr Black said.

The panel discussion also moved towards tokenism

“The intent is the fundamental difference.”
CAMPUS NEWS
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Would you
prefer a longer
SWOTVAC period?
By Liam Blair

QUT Guild President Vinnie Batten recently
posed three questions to the members of QUT
StalkerSpace 2.1, with the results to be shown to
the QUT Academic Board, of which he and two
other Guild representatives sit on.
The first question in the poll asked students if they
felt good about the current three-day SWOTVAC
before exams or if they preferred a return to the
pre-2014 standard of five days.
The results are displayed in the graphic above. Less
than 5% of students voted to stick with the threeday break.
Two issues were brought up by students in the
comments. Mental health during the roughest time
of semester and time management all informed the
preference for a longer break.
QUT Guild Gender and Sexuality Vice President
Max Fox said “The university still has up its “R U OK”
banners and yet uses purely academic statistics to
form their argument. That’s incredibly disappointing and makes me feel like a number not a student”.
“I normally have my first 2 exams on the same day
and normally within the first day or two of exams.
Just one or two extra days would massively help me,”
said another student comment.
8
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Hey QUT, those evaluation surveys suck.
In another Stalkerspace post, Mr Batten asked what
students thought of the evaluation surveys that are
sent out seeking feedback from students on their
units and teaching staff.
Again, a few common themes were present in the
comments section.
“I always fill out the survey and nothing changes and
they don’t provide survey results. At the company
I work for, they publish results quarterly,” said one
student in the comments.
Another student said their “ lecturer laugh[ed] off
all the bad feedback in our lecture. This makes me
not see the point in doing them, if our opinion is
going to be laughed at, why bother?”. This student’s
lecturer went away for three weeks at the start of
semester with no fill in.
Some commenters also pointed out that at certain
points in the semester, there’s just no time to care
about a survey.
If teaching staff are passing off negative feedback
like it’s nothing, that’s a serious problem. Check the
oppositite page for who to contact for help.

CAMPUS NEWS
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Once Upon a Time...
in Hollywood
By Luka Katic

Quentin Tarantino’s latest feature, Once Upon a
Time in Hollywood is a roaring tribute to the 1960s
and not much else. It’s bound to alienate and I can’t
really blame anyone for not liking it. Though, it’s for
the exact qualities I imagine people disliking it that
I found myself loving it.
Once Upon a Time in Hollywood feels like everything Tarantino loves about cinema and everything
he loves about himself. All his films are clearly made
for his own interests first and the audiences’ second
but here you start questioning whether the audience was ever considered at all. It’s incredibly
indulgent and has many stretched out sequences
that could have easily been trimmed down. There’s
no real reason for this film to be over 2 and a half
hours long except for probably being the shortest
version Tarantino was allowed to get away with
releasing. Though it’s because of all of this that the
film has so much power. It’s a movie that demands
conversation afterwards as there’s just so much to
unpack despite this being (at the heart of it all) a
hangout movie. It’s spending time with these characters, getting to know what they’re all about and
seeing what they have to offer.
Speaking of these characters; let’s talk about the
actors. Leonardo DiCaprio and Brad Pitt are both in
top form here and this may be my favourite performance by DiCaprio. He does a great job separating
his character of Rick Dalton into his persona as
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a confident performer and his stuttering life
off-screen. It’s super interesting to watch him go in
and out of ‘character’ like that. Pitt does great and
while it’s nowhere near as memorable a role as his
previous Tarantino outing in Inglourious Basterds;
he does have enough great moments that stand
out. The film also boasts an all-star supporting
cast from Bruce Dern and Al Pacino to a fictionalised all-star supporting cast with Damian Lewis
as Steve McQueen and Mike Moh as Bruce Lee. All
this raw (and fabricated) star-power really gives the
film a feel for the glitz and glamour of Hollywood.
Despite this, it is Margot Robbie as Sharon Tate
that is at the core of the movie. She doesn’t get to
do too much but the film is without-a-doubt a love
letter to Tate’s memory. Robbie has such a likability
here though that you can immediately connect with
her as this innocent doe-eyed person that is such
a shame for the world to have lost. Expanding on
her like this lets us know more about her and to see
her as more than just a victim of senseless violence.
While Tarantino has always said he’d do 10 movies
and be done but this truly feels like everything he’s
been building up to. He can do anything he pleases
for his ‘final’ feature but as far as I’m concerned
Once Upon a Time in Hollywood is as good a swan
song as any.

JPEGMAFIA
All My Heroes Are
Cornballs
By Luka Katic
All My Heroes Are Cornballs is the latest album from
experimental hip-hop artist Jpegmafia (Peggy) and
the follow-up to his critically acclaimed 2018 album
Veteran. Cornballs, however, is a departure from his
previous efforts and features far more singing and
relaxing than anything in his prior discography. As
the man himself describes it; ‘this formless piece of
audio is my punk musical’.
At the core of All My Heroes Are Cornballs are two
things. Firstly, abrasive rage and secondly, sweet
melodies. The album switches between these two
sounds on a dime and never simply commits to one
mood. These changes are either seamlessly interwoven or sudden tonal shifts. Tracks like ‘Rap Grow
Old & Die x No Child Left Behind’ best showcase
this with the core progression involving a wavering white noise and drum kit before transitioning
into these delicate piano chords alongside Peggy
soothingly singing the chorus. This is aggression
you can vibe to.
There’s also this great sense of humour throughout all of Jpegmafia’s work. The absurdity of some
many of his song titles alone just draws you in with
names like; ‘Life’s Hard, Here’s a Song About Sorrel’,
‘Grimy Waifu’ and albums’ lead single ‘Jesus Forgive

Me, I Am a Thot’. Furthermore, there’s such a wide
variety of samples used on here from Undertale
sound-effects, PS4 notifications, and even George
Costanza rants. These all just add so much to the
personality of the album no matter how insignificant their usage might seem.
The main marketing campaign for All My Heroes
Are Cornballs involved Jpegmafia hyping up the
album as his most ‘disappointing’ yet. Songs were
teased through videos of Artists (like Kenny Beats,
James Blake, and even Jeff Tweedy) being shown
snippets from the album all under the guise of them
being ‘disappointed’ by the overall result. While
this was all jokes and just a fun marketing strategy; it’s easy to see where Peggy was coming from.
Cornballs comes off more like an experimental
abrasive pop album than a rap album more often
than not. That being said, this is easily my favourite
of Jpegmafia’s albums so far and an easy contender
for my album of the year. If you want an album that
you can massage someone to just as easily as you
could fight them; give this a listen.
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Reverence for
the Royals
Why idolisation is adverse for
our mental health
By Rianna Shoemaker
It is 8:00pm. I have just arrived home from an 8+
hour day at the law firm where I work, and my
housemate is sprawled comfortably across our
sofa like a content cat. What’s on the box? The
latest episode of The Bachelor where the dude has
selected a woman named Elly (Elle? I haven’t kept
up) to be his current lady.
‘Oh my god, no way!’ my housemate exclaims when
he makes his decision.
‘What, what is it?’ I ask as I parkour my way over the
sofa to sit beside her.
‘I had no idea that was going to happen,’ she says, as
Elly is presented an overflowing bouquet. ‘I wish my
boyfriend would buy me flowers like that.’
‘You know it’s all scripted, right?’ I say. ‘In real life
they’re probably not even together.’
‘Yeah, I know, but it’s not about whether it’s real or
not. The fantasy of the perfect couple is why people
watch the show. Because everyone wants what they
think The Bachelor has.’
Hours after our conversation as I lie in bed reading,
my housemate’s words continue to haunt me. Why
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does everyone want the sort of relationship that
is depicted on The Bachelor? What is it about that
representation that makes people sigh and swoon?
And more importantly, what does our infatuation
with such television shows say about us as a people
and culture?
Admittedly, I am not a big television watcher. Don’t
get me wrong, I love nothing more than indulging
in an episode of Jane the Virgin after a big day of
work. But having grown up in a house where the
soapbox was constantly droning to provide some
‘background noise’, I was adamant that I wanted
my bedroom to be screen-free when I moved out
of home. In my experience technology is an unforgiving black hole that spits you back out with an
abundance of stress because you spent three hours
watching cute dog videos instead of studying. But
I’m not merely opposed to the 1984-esque existence
of technology, it’s also the content itself.
It baffles me that people not only watch but enjoy
The Bachelor despite its regular manifestations
of sexism, racism and heteronormativity. The
Bachelor boasts one of the highest number of
lawsuits for a show in screen history (we all remem-

ber the Paradise scandal two years ago) and yet is
currently on its 21st season with no sign of stopping anytime soon.
Such reverence extends far beyond television. A
similar doting exists in relation to the Royal Family
of England (NB: hereafter the term ‘Royals’ will
refer to the British family). I would like to point out
that many countries have monarchies, including
the Netherlands, Bhutan, and Monaco, but these
all pale in comparison to the fame of the Brits.
Idol-worshipping has existed for centuries, first
originating with the Ancient Romans and Greeks,
but it seems to have reached fever pitch in this
decade. The Kingfisher Resort and Spa on Fraser
Island even uses the Royal Family as marketing
material. An email blast I received read, ‘Live like
Royals and if you’re lucky you might even get a
glimpse of one’. We have reverted the Royals to
their most basic and animalistic state of existence,
which is not only demeaning for them but reflective of our lack of care for mental health.
We live in a Right Now society. Food, activities,
social media all occurs in the present. There is
barely cause for delay, so when we are forced

to wait, we find it testing on the patience. I’m
not suggesting that we should all become heart
surgeons or human rights lawyers and try to Give
Back to society as much as we possibly can. As
much as I try to always be a good human being, I
also recognise the importance of taking time for
myself, even if its selfish.
However, studying at university has taught me to
look at life with a critical eye rather than a cynical
one and ask myself questions like, ‘why do I aspire
to be like Emma Watson?’ or ‘why do I spent $30
on Acai bowls every Monday?’ in order to foster
improvement.
Currently in Australia youth mental health is at
an all-time low. One in seven experience a mental
health condition and one in fourteen experience an anxiety disorder. I can’t imagine what it
would be like to be born into royalty. The responsibility alone would be insurmountable, not to
mention the constant publicity and lack of autonomy over your own life. But in my opinion, we all
need to take a step back and re-evaluate exactly
how much praise we’re heaping on one family
and devote more time on helping each other.
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“Off with her head!”
The complexities of cancel
culture in the Australian
music scene
By Em Readman
You all know what getting cancelled is. You’ve
probably seen it on one of your social media feeds
every so often. If you don’t, cancelling is basically a
micro-apocalypse of someone’s previously positive
rapport. A famous figure does something reprehensible or is accused of bad behaviour, their audience
latches onto that event, it becomes a dumpster fire
of memes, accusations, proposed #boycotts, and
usually ends with the celebrity getting out of the
public eye for a while. It happens a lot in Australian
music, so I’ll catch you up on some of the most noteworthy cancels of the last year.

right? Well, it’s not that simple. I agree that when
it comes to criminal investigations, allegations
should be taken seriously and people who commit
crimes should face the consequences. There’s no
question that abusers deserve justice and victims
deserve closure. I also believe in accountability and
the power fans have in the success of the artists
they listen to. What I don’t believe in is shutting
down a dialogue surrounding an issue by screaming
“CANCELLED” all over social media. When someone gets called out, they’re allowed to respond and
explain.

Perth band Good Doogs got cancelled over sexual
abuse allegations. Sand Tunes Music Festival got in
hot water for Fyre-Festival-Esque venue changes
and cancellations. Sticky Fingers got cancelled
after Dylan Frost’s acts of drunken violence, then
uncancelled, then cancelled again after whatever the hell Paddy Cornwall’s Instagram story
was about (look it up, it’s great.) Lorde and Kate
Miller-Heidke had boycotts called against them
after decisions to have performances in Israel. The
LNP tried to cancel Triple J after their decision to
change the date of the Hottest 100, and don’t even
ask about what is going on with Camp Cope and
the Smith Street Band. Basically, there’s a lot of
Red Queens out there chopping off people’s heads
at even the smell of a rose being painted red. It’s
anarchy.

Take Kate Miller-Heidke and Eurovision. Roger
Waters of Pink Floyd fame, among others, called
out the performers for performing at Eurovision
in Tel Aviv. I would suggest conducting your own
research on the conflict, as this article is about
cancel culture, not complex politics. A lot of people
joined the uproar, making comments about Kate
deciding to remain in the competition, her music
and her politics. Her statement calmly explained
her decisions, addressing the “twitter extremism” that followed. This situation could have been
handled differently in a way that opened up a
conversation and didn’t personally attack Kate.
However, as cancel culture usually devolves, that
dialogue was destroyed and lots of finger-pointing ensued.

So, what’s the problem with this? Artists are
beholden to the code of conduct their fans expect
of them, and if they do something wrong then
they’ll lose some or all of their support. Fairs fair,
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But what about when the waters are a bit murkier? Georgia McDonald, from Camp Cope and Wil
Wagner, from the Smith Street Band, used to date.
Their breakup was messy, and involved accusations
of both sides of emotional abuse, releases of private

emails and, for some reason, a Reddit AMA. The
Smith Street Band had to cancel their tour due to
support acts dropping out and the heat that they
were experiencing from the public and the music
press. The tides then turned on Georgia, being
told she was spoiled and exaggerating the situation. Then, Wil posted an open letter, explaining
that Georgia had painted him in a bad light with
doctored evidence. After that Georgia responded
with further accusations, and Wil fired back.
Meanwhile, the other band members of the respective bands were left in a limbo, their fanbases
starting to drift off in the drama.
For me, I believe there is no right or wrong in the
above situation and could have played out privately.
But, it played out publicly and thus fell into the
hands of cancel culture. Jaya Saxena, a writer for
Billboard says that fans care about the social impact
of the bands they listen to. Speaking of a band they
once listened to who’s lead singer was charged with
sexual assault, Saxena says, “…if I’m being honest, I
was worried about what enjoying their music might
say about me.” No one wants to be seen as the music
listener who ignores serious misconduct. I know
I don’t. So, in the crossfire, lots of diehard Camp
Cope and Smith Street Band fans stepped away
from the bands, because the risk of being perceived
as insensitive and permitting the bad behaviour is
too high. This incident of cancel culture was an
example of a band trying to use cancel culture
against another band, which didn’t work out well
for either of them. Cancel culture can come for
anyone, you can’t put someone up on the guillotine
without the risk of ending up there yourself.
Ultimately, the power of public opinion takes
precedence. The listeners are the kings and queens
of this industry. We want the Australian music
scene to be safe, inclusive and high quality, without having to axe people who threaten those things.
But we do cut those who are sabotaging the industry, because we don’t stand for misconduct here.
It doesn’t matter if you’re playing at your local or
you topped the Hottest 100, you have a standard
to uphold. As music listeners, we hold the crown,
we call the shots.
Although, some people like to call the shots too
much. Cancel culture is hot news, it shatters what
we thought we knew about our favourite artists.
In every annals of society, there are always people

who live for gossip. The ones who crack open a cold
one, corner you at the house party and talk your
ear off about each perceived slight they’ve heard
about. They love cancel culture, they’ll seek it out
because having someone to attack always makes
for a good story. This is an overseas example, but
regardless a relevant one. I remember a little while
ago, people we’re trying to cancel Halsey because
she was publicly speaking about her experience
of racism. People said she was out of touch, ridiculous, POC-baiting and “the whitest person alive
who produces the whitest music alive.” But, there’s
no ‘tea’ there, because Halsey has a place in the
dialogue about racism. Because she’s biracial. Yes,
I agree she’s definitely got the privilege of being
white-passing, but she’s biracial nonetheless.
This is where cancel culture goes the other way,
cancelling and causing drama because it’s exciting
to talk about isn’t productive either. It just makes
for petty conversations in twitter feeds. We can
safely say that cancelling without information,
cancelling without opening up a dialogue, using
cancelling as a weapon and cancelling for the sake
of having something to cancel is ridiculous. Cancel
culture has become toxic, but it’s principles are
strong and have value in the broader conversation
about our music scene.
I think it can be better. I think we can use cancelling as a powerful tool to think critically about the
actions of our favourite musicians. We all agree
there is a standard and a code of conduct that
everyone, and especially people with an audience,
must uphold; when they break that we need to
consider whether they deserve our support.
I think that conversations controversial decisions in music can be had productively, instead
of through a twitter war. When hearing about a
controversy, be it through news, word of mouth
or a meme group of your choosing, think critically
about your response. Listen to those accusing
and those accused, think rationally and cancel
where cancelling is due. Sometimes it is, sometimes it isn’t. It’s easy to get sucked into the rip
that is the bandwagon, I know. However, getting
the information before you make your judgment
helps to quell unneeded internet rage. Lashing out
like you’re the Red Queen of Wonderland doesn’t
contribute to a healthy discussion about conduct
in music, it just makes for a lot of comment fights.
Cancelling isn’t cancelled, but it is cautioned.
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It will end
By Georgia Robertson
I’m not much of a maths person, but indulge me for
a minute. I will soon complete 4 years of University.
I will have completed 32 subjects. In law, that’s
approximately 64 pieces of assessment (which is
generous). I have received 32 final grade marks,
and approximately 64 assignment and exam marks.
I have spent more time studying these past four
years than I have with my own family. I have been
consumed with the laws for four years. I have been
driven by the goal of graduation, but all of a sudden
I am faced with an unfamiliar thought: it will end.
I moved to Brisbane at 17 from a regional town.
I travelled 600 kilometres with a few boxes and
a framed picture of Rambo. That was 2016. The
following months have continued to be a joke
among friends, and it seems like it will always be my
personality trait. Oh, you haven’t heard the chicken
story? Long story short, it involved one episode of
masterchief where I swear Matt Preston led me
astray by saying ‘good meat is rare’ and 6 months
of applying this technique to chicken. Yeah, so I am
the chicken girl.
But before I was the chicken girl, I was the lonely
girl. I moved to Brisbane with no friends. I started
fresh with the expectations of a vibrant beginning, shredding my old toxic high school habits
and embracing the freedom of a new life. I remember the exact moment my parents dropped me off, I
waived them goodbye and I walked up to my room. I
adjusted the Rambo posted and surveyed my room.
And then I cried. This would happen every day for
the next 18 months. It seemed as if the promotional pictures and the TV shows where not my
reality, especially when I did nothing to grasp it.
I studied 15 hours a day, taking a strict hour for
lunch to try cope with the massive workload of law.
The imposter syndrome is a struggle for all law
students, but especially coming from a regional
town. My parents would tell me that they were
proud, and I would smile through the phone and tell
them that I was working hard, then convince myself
that I needed to stay up until 3am to finish all the
readings (FYI: You don’t need to do all the readings,
as I now know!). I pushed myself to exhaustion, so
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desperate to graduate and make my family proud.
Not once did I think it would end.
Come my second year, I realised my life was unsustainable. It was due to an amazing friend who never
gave up on me that I went to my first 21st party and
I met the most amazing people. I gradually began
to come out of my shell, and put my books down
for a moment to see the beauty. I have realised over
my degree that when you leave the safety of your
books, there are some pretty damn amazing people
out there.
I want to say that after that night my life was
perfect. That every day was filled with productivity,
balance and happiness. If that’s your expectation,
then maybe stop reading here. The reality is that
life is difficult. I achieved more of a balance, but I
have many highs and lows. I have gotten top marks
and nearly failed, I have been loved up and broken
up, I have been happier than ever and I have been
low. That’s just life. But the most important decision I made in my degree was letting people be a
part of that life.
But I woke up this morning, I realised something
that seems to have escaped my mind for these past
four years. It will end. I will graduate. I have started
working in a top law firm in a job I love, applying the
concepts and laws that I would stress over only a
year ago. My parents will come and see a graduation that will never be their own. I will hold the
light paper, and I will feel the weight of the many
sacrifices my family has made. I will feel the weight
of all the tears. Of all the sleepless nights. I will feel
the weight of my determination. This will all end,
and when I walk off that stage I will have completed
the single most important achievement of my life:
I graduated.
I have come to realise that it will end. The darkest
times of loneliness. The salmonella. That fresh 4
grade feeling. But when it ends, it all ends. The 21st
parties in a dreamily lit Ashgrove backyard that
seem to go forever. The amazing friends, hanging
out for endless afternoons avoiding study. It ends.

‘Queen of Folk’ by Clare Gordon
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Thank you to all our contributors
who attended this year’s launches.
GLASS would not have been
possible without you!

Thyreus nitidulus
By Lenora Cole

striking dart of
fluorescence, you are
caught by light only and
then, just barely

hooked wings lie
in patient, cleptoparasitic
waiting, needled
to unguarded clay

mothering is best left
to someone else
unaware of your
opportunistic deception

you are glittering
lightning in the ground
unsympathetic
to her soon-starving grub
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‘Three Above Mikami’ By Lili Mikami
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In the Valley
By Grace Cassidy

My father’s house squats on the edge of the valley,
half way up the side of a formation that’s too big to
be a hill and too small to be a mountain, facing the
snow-capped ridge on the opposite side. Grass is
coarse and brown, always, and in the distance, the
hills are burnished with gold.
Kangaroos settle under the arched branches of
an old oak that sits awkwardly among gums and
rugged bush. I watch them surreptitiously from
the porch, tucking numb fingers into the folds of
my dressing gown, feeling my cheeks sting with
cold. There are five of them, nestled in the shade,
two joeys that are wrestling, throwing fists at one
another and tumbling over repeatedly, and three
big ones that lounge at the base of the tree. One of
them perks up, as if hearing something and locks
eyes with me for a moment before turning its head
away again. I release a sigh that turns to mist and
watch it curl away from me as the sound of footsteps scuffing against stone reaches my ears.

ing at me. Her eyes are narrowed at the bright blue
sky. The sun is harsh today. Out on the edges of
the property, the dam is a small, silver mirror. It’s
winter, so the sun isn’t warm, but it is blinding.
Jo is already dressed, probably preparing to head
off in the next half hour or so.
I glance at the kangaroos again before looking at
my slippers and reply,
“Yeah.”
“How’s that going for you?”
“Piss off.”
She huffs a laugh and comes over to lean on the wall
next to me. I can feel her watching me for a moment,
considering, before she asks, “Are you okay?”
“Yeah. ‘Course. Just—” I bite my lip. “I can’t believe
we’re selling this place.”

The valley hugs the border of the capital. While we
– that is, me and my dad and my step-family – tell
people that we live in Canberra, the truth is that
“You’re up? Before noon?”
the house is in New South Wales. It’s not quite the
Jo comes to a stop several feet away. She isn’t look- middle of nowhere, with civilisation only a half-
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hour drive down long, uneven roads. But here, in
the valley, it doesn’t seem that way. The drive-way
is a kilometre long, are pipes are petulant bastards
that refuse to let anyone have a good shower, and
the nearest neighbour probably wouldn’t hear you
if you were screaming.

I’m on break. But this small, stone cottage clinging to the edge of this windy valley, is my father’s
home. So, it’s my home. It took me a while to figure
that out, but it is.
Down in the driveway, a joey hops over the fence
and sends birds screeching into the air with its
landing. Over the snow-capped ridge, I can see the
grey-blue blush of clouds forming.

I love this place. I love the quiet and the cold. I love
that you can see all of the stars in the sky. I love the
sharp scent of eucalyptus and the distant, rhyth- “Looks like it’ll rain later,” I say, pointing.
mic thump of hooves in the horse paddock. I love
Jo follows my gaze and smiles. “Well, you’re here.”
the way the setting sun hits the slopes on the other
side of the valley, setting the whole thing on fire. I It always rains when I’m here. It doesn’t make any
love that winter lasts here, rather than the pitiful sense, but it does.
burst of chill for one month that you get up north. Jo makes a noise and pushes herself off the wall.
But maybe I love it so much because, at the end of “Your dad’s attempting to make coffee with the new
the day, I don’t actually live here.
machine, again,” she says, opening the front door.
“So,” Jo says, plucking a loose thread from my dress- “Want to come grab a cup?”
ing gown. “You heading back to Brisbane on, what, I take one more look at the gathering clouds in the
Thursday?”
distance before following my sister inside. But even
“Friday.”
I live with my mother, in Queensland: the humid,
sun scorched state that engulfs the north of the
east coast. I’m only here a few times a year, when

after I close the door, the image of the valley stays
in my head, seared there like an afterimage.
I wonder how many more times I’ll get to see it,
before I never see it again.
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God’s Good
Name and
What’s
God-Given
856 years of history was lost with Notre Dame
55 million’s worth is burning now with the Amazon
in flames
The world can make it rain to protect God’s name
But when it comes to the environment, we can’t
say the same
How come we’re not driven to protect something
God-given
To me it’s odd given the ecosystem is what’s living
You’re a fraud even if it’s not word-for-word
forbidden
You think you’ll be forgiven for such a flawed living?
I’m tired of hearing about how much plastic is in
the ocean
I’m sick of hearing people denying Global Warming
is in motion
How much louder do we have to raise all of this
commotion
Until someone with power can show some sympathy and emotion
~ Those Who Live Among Us~

Engulfed
by fire
More than successes

Are the struggles I weathered
The stormy weather, the crashing waves and the
uncertain future
Seeking to overwhelm and crush and bury
Can you rise
Above them all?
Quit the anxiety for the courage within
Empty the heart for the love to be filled
Engulf me, the fire within
Lit by the ones whose hand I held
Let there be space, for the courage impending
Let there be truth, for the one I face
~ Mui Siew Tan ~
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There is no time
for chit chat
There is no time for chit chat
This or that.
Discussion is just waiting for our repercussions
Conversation will convert no one nowadays
Denial will not defend the defenceless
Battle cries don’t win battles
Punchlines won’t punch Nazis
Violence might be the answer, but neither are
questions
Doubt never reaches the devout
Shouting shows only noise devoid of voice.
Choices are made, turns are played
Strike! what you abhor—or what are your fists
clenched for?
It’s time to take action! It’s time to act!
It’s time to… to… to…

Lady Royal
They taunt her for being a girl
A repetitive, disgusting sequel
The world is a disastrous place

…um…
What were we going to do then? Where? When?
Let’s discuss this first.
What’s the worst that could happen?
~ J. A. Lightfoot ~

Where no one is really an equal.
They thin out opportunities
Saying men make better leaders
They create barriers; disunities
So silently she walks the wire.
They have got it all twisted
She’s a rose crowned with thorns
If they choose to undermine her
They’ll find themselves growing horns.
Silent warriors do exist
She will reign when they least expect it
It won’t matter then if their hatred persists
When she steps on to become Lady Royal.
~ Sathyani Kotakadeniya ~
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You Are
By Jarrah L. Barton
There’s a particular feeling I can never quite articulate.

She writes poetry and I’d rather be

When I think of you.

Cooking dinner with her than writing this poem

That song, which place, a sunset in a room,

for you, of you,

The red grapefruit boulevard, that deactivated

Exchanging looks, I gift her my dimples

Charcoal medication in gulps now.

Regifted from my time of you, for you,
A cheap present.

You are perplexing, replacing experience

When she isn’t around, I feel you

With memory, memetic and attractive

And I want to reach out again, to you, to her.

My glasses once purple prose rose tinted beer.
You are my want to reach out
You are a small restaurant I went to

And my familiar and my stranger

With someone else.

You are your own perfect stranger

The concrete and greens

and I am yours too

The little done of big sounds, big price

There is no place like love

Little meal.

There is no place like you

You are that night on a mountain

I miss you and nothing, but time will change

When men called out violence and the woman

I miss you, and nothing but time will change that.

Beside me was there to look
In pity, in place of you.
You are the girl at university
Who&#39;s name she stole from my mouth
My mouth I stole from your face
Her face she borrowed and her hair that you
Now own, resounding charade.
You are my new house, old and fresh,
Taking up space within me and me in you.
You are this new girl I’m in love with, somehow
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You are out of time, and so am I.

The Prince with
Silver Eyes
By Sia Hills
Silver eyes stared at the girl through the darkness. were an overbearing father.
At first she was drawn to them but the closer she
“Get inside. You’re not even dressed appropriately.”
became, the further away they seemed to be. She
He was lost for words, taken with the audacity such
paused for a moment. She wanted to call out, but
a youngling had when faced with authority, and
she had no voice and she felt a knot form in the
sighed.
pit of her stomach. She looked over her shoulder
“Your Father will have my head if you miss dinner
towards the castle at her back, soft light flickered
again.”
from each of the windows; evening dew clung
to the grass at her feet and the air felt cold. She “He’ll have your head regardless,” she mused, but
looked back to the shadows of the forest; the dark- did as she was told nonetheless.
ness almost welcoming her into its embrace. She The silver eyes appeared once more in the dark,
stepped forward.
watching over her as she disappeared from view.
“Princess Aurelia!”
She stopped.
“Princess Aurelia! Why must you always do this?”
She heaved a sigh and cast a fleeting look towards
the forest before turning to walk back the way she’d
come. For sixteen years she’d been trapped inside
a gilded cage – her father was a King, her Mother
long dead, and she was the pretty little ornament he
put out on display. Look but don’t touch. She would
much prefer to be free than to be trapped inside of
this personal hell.
“Princess Aure…”
The girl stood facing the man who called for her.
He was tall, his shoulders broad, and he had a patch
across one eye; the remnants of a scar just visible beneath the edging. His ash coloured hair was
clasped at the name of his neck and he wore a black
suit perfectly tailored to his slender frame, a crimson trench coat clinging to him. He folded his arms
across his chest, his one good eye fixed upon the
girl with a displeased gaze.
“You called for me, William?”
The man spluttered for a moment, his face turning a delightful shade of red, hands clenched at
his sides. The girl watched with silent amusement.
She always had enjoyed how flustered he would
get. He was supposed to be both her teacher and
her servant – but more often behaved as though he

Hours passed before the girl finally emerged. She
was tired; her steps heavy as she made her way
through the labyrinth of hallways. Each one had
a torch lit upon the walls to light the way, stone
floors cast into shadows, flames flickering with
the gentle draft that mysteriously flittered down
the corridor. She gently traced her fingertips along
the jagged edges of stone, her eyes closed for the
briefest moment before she opened them again and
stopped. Silver eyes stared at her from the end, illuminating the dark, a hand outstretched towards her.
She hesitated a moment.
The hand remained outstretched.
Hesitantly, she took hold of it and released a breath
as she was pulled through the shadows. Wordlessly,
she followed her silver-eyed stranger. Soundlessly,
she moved as one behind him, the darkness enveloping her in its warm embrace. He turned to look
over his shoulder and smiled.
“Finally, you see me,” he said.
“Where are you taking me?” she asked.
“To freedom,” he remarked, hugging her to him.
She clung to him, her body moulding to his as the
ground fell away beneath her feet. She could see
the castle below her, shrinking into the distance.
She had been spirited away by the Prince with Silver
Eyes.
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Midas’ daughter
By Ashton Darracott
The roses are stale
Sour as the breath you wasted
on your ‘gift’
I wish I’d thought twice
before you reached out
to comfort me
My tongue is so heavy
and I think in carats
but I have no use for metal
that tarnishes from greed
Don’t hold me too tight, papa
Or you’ll have to polish me after
and Gods! please don’t look at me
like that
You’re the one with fingers that sing of riches
and a heart that must weigh
a hundred tonnes

Papa, sing to me
I’m sorry; I’m angry
and it’s lonely in here
It’s too much to think
about not getting older
not getting married
not getting to smell
another flower
again
It makes my heart sink
further than the sweet, rotten sediment
at the bottom of the Pactolus River
What will be next, then?
Am I the new feature display?
Or will you cast me aside
just like the food you cannot enjoy?

This existence is hideously heavy, yes
But I never expected
that I might think my shackles
royal, even for a split second
You had to ruin it, you did
The garden I planted, pruned, loved,
in my leisure
You touched, tainted
took for your pleasure
When will you learn
to love with your heart
Or your eyes
Something aside
from your coveting hands
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I see you’re starving, but
I quite liked being alive
So, if you wouldn’t mind
Perhaps find a way
to replace my stone with bone
and this hellish cold
with flesh
capable
of growing old
These are simple things for a girl to ask
And one last thing! Please
don’t forget to fix the roses!

The Golden Cage
By Max Cheah
We dive in lavish
We indulge in gold
The grand status brews a heart of coal
The surface of grandeur shines ever bright
Yet lonesome and despair feeds with all might
Am I a prince or am I a prisoner?
I wish my life was just a commoner
The stories I heard of wonders and tales
Leaves me in excitement with no prevail
Oh how I wish I was one of the free people
Yet my cowardice has left me a weakling, a cripple
The heroines in stories set sail with bravery surreal
Brought with them a weapon of solid steel
I yearn for adventure yet I am not brave
To break past the barriers that keeps me safe
For I have a duty
For I have a title
That as a royal,
I must be loyal
To my people
To my country
To the responsibility
God has bestowed upon me
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Little Princess
By Asen Mason
“Why the hell are you here?”

bouncing up and down, belting at the top of their
lungs, as if they were auditioning to join the opera.
Next to the castle at the desserts’ table were half a
dozen tiny Elsas, blue dress, cape, heels, the whole
get-up, hell, one was even wearing a wig. Like little
drug addicts, they were fighting and rummaging
“Well, you’re late. Party’s over.”
their hands through the bowls of candies. And over
“Please, Helen, the driveway is still filled with cars.” their heads, was a massive hot-pink banner saying
Sam pushed the door pass Helen, and entered the
“Olivias 5th Birthday!” No apostrophe, one might
house. He spun around and continued, “Don’t give
note.
me that look, I’m not the shitty parent here.”
“No. My daughter’s birthday party is princess
Helen held onto the door handle and stared at him,
themed?” “She wanted it.”
“You can’t just decide to show up and disappear
“And
you let her.” Sam paced to the window, looked
whenever you want to.”
at the party, and continued, “wooow, Helen, I know
“Well, I didn’t get an invite, Helen. You didn’t leave
you’re a basic bitch, but please don’t let our daughme with a lot of choice.”
ter become one.”
“You could have let me know you were coming.”
Olivia, one of the many Elsas at the table, looked
“What? So you can have enough time to hide Linda
up, and saw his dad through the window. Her face
in the closet today?”
gleamed, and started to run towards the house
“This is your daughter’s birthday party. You are n
 ot
“Fuck you,” Helen said to Sam.
making a scene today.”
Olivia pushed the door open and screamed, “Daddy!
He carried the box to the dining room, and set it
Daddy!” Sam knelt down as she ran into her father’s
on the table, “You’re right. Of course. Linda doesn’t
arms, “I missed you!”
need to hide anymore.”
“Aww. Princess. Daddy missed you too.” Sam gasped,
Sam looked out the window into the backyard. It
was a parade of pink. Banners, ribbons, balloons, he continued, “Are you... Elsa?”
“You think maybe I should attend my daughter’s fifth
birthday party, no?” Sam stood by the doorway;
with both his hands, he held onto a big box, neatly
wrapped. Colourful.

the birthday cake, fuck, even the white bench was
painted pink. Right smack-bang in the middle of
the yard was a jumping castle, three kids were
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“Yeah! The snow queen! Look!” Olivia twirled in her
dress. “Auntie Linda tied my hair for me! It’s just
like Elsa’s!”

“Did she now?” Sam exclaimed, “Auntie Linda must
be really good with her hands!” he looked over to
Helen and he smiled.
“Will you stay for when we cut the cake?”

Sam stood silently, then he paced to the sofa, and
sat down, he looked up, “Must be nice, isn’t it?
Having the whole house to yourselves. Did you do
it on this sofa?”

“Of course.” Sam said. He stood back up and lifted “Look, I’m sorry, but you stopped caring. Not me, not
the box of present from the table. “Happy Birthday, your daughter, not you family.”
princess.”
Sam shifted his eyes to Helen, he said “You know? I
Olivia grinned widely.
did come back. A week ago. Thought we could talk
Helen said, “Did you want to bring daddy’s present it out. Work something out. I was on the driveway,
to the gift table outside?”
and I saw you with Linda. You were talking, laughing, arms around each other, parading through the
Olivia nodded, and took the present out.
streets. You looked very happy, Helen. And then I
“I’ll see you later!” Sam said, waving at her little girl. thought to myself, ‘That bitch is crazy, I’m so glad
“There was a 50 dollar limit,” Helen said, after Olivia she’s not my problem anymore.’ and then I drove
away.”
has left the room.
Helen
walked over to the sofa, she looked Sam in
“What, for the present?” Sam continued, “Helen, you
are so weird. Do you think you’re hosting an office the eye, “You’re a coward.” “And you’re afraid of
being alone.” Sam stood up and walked towards
secret santa?”
the door. “Right, that’s it. Walk out. Because that’s
“I don’t want to spoil her.”
what you do.”
“Right, so you hired her a F UCKINGfarm and threw “You know what? Fuck you. I promised I’d stay for
the cake.” Sam said, as he walked towards the backher a princess-themed party.”
yard and slammed the door behind him.
“At least I’m around! Where have you been the last
month?”
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III The Empress
By Tristan Niemi
There was a field of flowers out the back of the
house Where my sister and I grew up.

We were picking flowers as usual, or at least I was

It was vast.
It was untamed.

So I followed her because she was younger and I’d
be dead if she got lost.

And it was all ours.

We delved further and further into the wilderness,

We’d spend whole days barefoot

Until all the trees went different,

Collating bundles of blooms for the faeries.

And, we came to the edge of a river we’d never seen
before.

Violets and Indigos for the Selkies.
Dandelions and daffodils for the Gnomes.

And she was wandering off like she sometimes did

It ran away from the sea instead of towards it.

Along with some milk, bread, and honey for
them share.

A woman made of dragonfly wings on the other side
of its banks Her breathing a symphony of crickets.

We’d weave crowns for each other with the
leftovers. Corónate each other as fairy queens

My sister has been Empress in that place since then.
And I in the lands on this side of the river.

And dance and dance and dance.

We’re only allowed to visit on the spring equinox,
during harvest time. She’s barely aged a month.

Spinning and squealing and singing.
Other days we’d run amongst the trees At the far
end of the meadow, Undocumented immigrants
at the border Of an endless wilderness.

I’ve aged thirty years.

Always tempting their Mother’s wrath.

My niece will become my heir one day, And a
stranger will sleep in my child’s bed. I have become
my mother in this sense.

She told us the faeries would steal us away. That
she was too old to have more kids And she didn’t
want to be left without those She’d already torn
her body apart for.
There’s an old painting she did somewhere of
the last time she saw my sister. Before she left.
Mother tells people she was taken but she wasn’t
there.
I was.
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I’ve taught my daughter the ways of the Fair Folk
As she has taught hers the ways of man.

I have already begun my mourning portrait.

Between the
Covers
By Thomis Bride
Avril would watch him beneath the shade of
the school jacaranda tree. Marc always nestled
himself comfortably between the ridges of roots
that pierced the earthen surface, as if the tree
itself embraced him. From within the jacaranda’s
embrace, Marc would read his books. All the years
Avril had known him, whenever he had time to
himself, Marc would return to the jacaranda and
flick between the pages of any book he had. It was
all Marc had been known for at the school.
None of the other boys read books outside of the
classrooms. The emergence of their adolescent
testosterone meant that playing sports and trouble-making was where their fun was to be had. And
of course, Marc’s difference from the norm painted
himself a target.
Sometimes they would spray him with their
water bottles when he was within the jacaranda’s
embrace. Sometimes they would pelt him with
rocks. One time they pinned him down, wrenched
the book he was reading from his grasp and threw it
into the tree’s canopy, where it was caught between
the branches.
Who knows why they would do it. Some of the
teachers say it’s because they secretly want Marc
to come play with them. Some of the parents say it’s
because adolescent boys are manifestations of pure
malice. The boys themselves would say that they
did it just for fun. But Avril knew why they did it.
They did it, because they didn’t understand why
Marc liked to read.
How could they? The textbooks from their classes
bored them, and novels don’t have any pictures.
Why would you waste time with your nose between
the covers? To those boys, the best things in life

were hanging out during recess and dropping
someone during rugby. Those boys had no idea
what was between the covers of Marc’s books.
But Avril did.
From within the jacaranda’s embrace, Marc had
lived a life of adventure. He had ridden to war with
great armies to defeat the forces of evil. He had
ventured to the ends of space itself to discover what
lies beyond our universe. He had felt the psychological trauma of life within the trenches. He had fallen
in love many times, and fallen out just as many.
He had been to forests, deserts, oceans, tundras,
metropolises, other planets, other dimensions. He
had been forward in time, backward in time and
into other timelines. He had been the victim of
grave tragedy, and the victor of great triumph. He
had looked the Devil in the eye, and spoken with
God himself.
Marc had lived a thousand lifetimes. Avril knew
this, because she had read some too. But not as
many as Marc.
Avril would wonder why Marc endured the boys’
torment. Their harassment was fierce and unrelenting, and yet Marc did nothing to prevent it. Avril
assumed that Marc thought that reading his books
was worth a lot more than fitting in with the rest of
the boys. He would not submit to their normality.
Avril thought Marc was stupidly stubborn, but also
admired him for standing for what he believed in, in
his ignorant sort of way. No matter what the boys
did to him, no matter how life tried to change him,
Marc would return to the jacaranda’s embrace, and
escape between the covers.
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Non-fake news with non-fake facts

Semester Two - 2019

Popular YouTube Series BuzzFeed Unsolved
Launch Investigation Into Stumpy
Disappearance
By Matt Latter
A new episode of the popular YouTube Series,

However, this attempt at immortalising the legend

BuzzFeed Unsolved, has investigated the fate of

failed. More extreme reports of tributes to Stumpy

beloved campus bird, Stumpy. The one-legged,

emerged when it was found that students were

white pigeon was a significant part of many

showing up to class in white paint.

students lives at QUT. However, as the anniversary

Shane and Ryan discussed the theories of Stump’s

of his last appearance approaches, the rumours

disappearance. The first theory was simply that

only grow.

Stumpy had passed away, surrounded by Guild

Show hosts, Ryan Bergara and Shane Madej, investigated the mystery of Stumpy. The disappearance

Election $5 vouchers and the sound of some indie
band playing at Riverstage.

has been described as shocking and unsettling and

The second, and more disturbing theory, is that

is considered one of the greatest crimes of the 21st

Semper Floreat are holding Stumpy hostage until

century, only second to the disappearance of the

GLASS stops making fun of them. GLASS attempted

QUT Caboolture campus.

to reach out to UQ for comment. However, they are

Many students have tried to pay homage to the
missing bird. Earlier this year, the QUT Guild
announced that Lord Stumpy Lager was shortlisted as the official name of the QUT Guild beer.
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yet to respond, presumably as they are too busy
learning how to run an election.

In Memorium
2019-2019
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